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Dear Hobbyist, Many people are passionate about their hobbies. They make time in their lives for them,

spend lot of money on them, and even sometimes move their homes, families and jobs just to be closer to

their hobbies! But even if you just enjoy your hobby and perhaps wouldn't class yourself as a fanatic,

wouldn't it be great if you could earn money online - possibly even a full-time income, from simply telling

others people about your passion? Well it's not just a dream - it's VERY possible. More and more people

are starting 'hobby blogs' to tell the world about their particular interest. And with just a few tweaks and a

little technology, it's relatively easy to make a solid income from your hobby. How To Make Money Online

By Blogging About Your Hobby! Think about it this way - most people are already experts in one or two

areas, and usually it's connected with their hobby. For example, the fisherman will be able to identify

different species of fish, where to find them, which lures to use to catch them and so on. The sailing

enthusiast will know all about nautical terms, knots, how to sail a boat, navigation and so on. But did you

know that there are tens of thousands of hobbyists in your niche that are hungry to read about your

experiences, ideas and expertise? And best of all - they'll be happy to pay you for some of it. Imagine

getting up in the morning and instead of joining the rat race to go and work to make your employer rich,

you do a little work on your hobby blog - the same hobby that you've probably been enjoying all weekend.

Best of all, when you check your bank or Paypal account you find that you're making money from

blogging about the thing you enjoy doing most - your hobby. Sounds like A dream I know, but let me tell

you now, there hundreds, thousands and even TENS of thousands of people RIGHT NOW making good

money online from blogging about their hobby. If you're passionate about your hobby you can very

probably profit from it - perhaps even make it your full-time income. Introducing: The Newbies Guide To

Online Hobby Profits! This remarkable ebook will show you everything you need to start, operate and

monetize a blog allowing you to profit from your hobby or interest, even if you've no online experience.

We'll take you through the initial steps of registering your own unique domain name and finding

inexpensive hosting that's right for you and your hobby blog, right through to advanced techniques on
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how to 'monetize' your blog and generate an income from simply telling other people about your hobby!

*In this first-rate publication you'll discover: *How to register and set up hosting and domain names for

your hobby blog *How to install and set up your blog *How to personalise your blog *How to incororate

graphics, styles and templates to make your blog look fantastic *How to avoid making major mistakes

when choosing your theme and graphics *Which plugins to choose to make your blog interactive *How to

post to your blog *How to monetize your blog *How to brand yourself as an expert *How to have other

hobby bloggers crying out for your guest posts *Where to find all the resources you need to make your

hobby blog a personal and financial success If you've always wanted to make money online, why not do it

by telling other people about your hobbies and passions? This truly insightful ebook will show you exactly

what you need to do to turn your hobby into an online cashcow. In simple, plain language, and even if

you've no online experience. Grab your copy right now. Turn your hobby into a regular monthly income!
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